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FS Kitty                        

FS Kitty is a 
loving type.
Cuddly, cute  
and curvy. 
playful like  
kids toys or  
candy bars. 
A headline  
design.
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Five unique styles 
 
Carefully crafted to  
enhance the meaning  
of our words.

FS Kitty  Styles                      

curvy
playful 
jolly
future
Headline 

FS Kitty Light

FS Kitty Regular 

FS Kitty Solid

FS Kitty Shadow

FS Kitty Headline
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Languages

FS Kitty includes  
characters for use  
in the following:

Formats

Latin

Afrikaans 
Albanian 
Basque 
Bosnian 
Breton 
Catalan 
Croatian 
Czech 
Danish 
Dutch 
English 
Esperanto  
Estonian 
Faroese 
Finnish 
French 
Gaelic 
Galician 
German 
Greenlandic 
Hungarian 
Icelandic 
Irish 
Italian 
Latvian 

Lithuanian 
Luxembourgish 
Malagasy 
Maltese 
Norwegian 
Polish 
Portuguese  
Romanian 
Slovak 
Slovenian 
Serbian Latin  
Sorbian 
Spanish 
Swahili 
Swedish 
Turkish 
Walloon 
Welsh

OpenType (.otf) and TrueType (.ttf) for Mac Os and Windows desktop software.  
Web Open Font Format (.woff and .woff2) for all modern browser platforms.

For more information please visit: https://www.fontsmith.com/faqs

FS Kitty  font Specification                      

ǻ
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Capitals Only abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćçĉčċďđèéêěëēĕ 

ėęĝğġģĥħıìíîĩ ï īĭįĳĵķĸĺłľļŀńň 

ñņŉòóôõöōŏőøǿœŕřŗśŝšşșßſť 

ţŧùúûũüūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżŋðþ

Sample

modern 
Special
Friendly
Bubble

FS Kitty  Alphabet                      
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Figures, currency  
and related forms

Sample

Punctuation  
and marks

Accents

@ © ® ™ ! ¡ ?¿ & ( ) [ ] { } { } / \ * † ‡ § ¶ • 

_ - – — ’ ” ‘ ’ “ ” ‚ „ ‹ › « » . , : ; … ·

`´¨ˆ˜¯˘˙˚¸˝˛ˇ

Tabular Lining (Default)  

0123456789£€$¥¢ƒ‰%+−±×÷=≠

≈~^<>≤≥¬◊|¦∞∂∫√∆Ω∏∑µπ№℮ℓ°ªº

¼½¾

FS Kitty  figures & Puntuation                      

“meow”
kitty™
7+3=10.
§†‡ Ω√
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Weight
70pt

Talk to me...
30pt/33pt

Light
FS Kitty is a loving
type. cuddly and
playful like kids 
toys or candy bars. 
available in five 
different styles.
Pack my box with five dozen 
liquor jugs. Waltz, nymph, for 
quick jigs vex Bud. Sphinx of 
black quartz judge my vow.  
Crazy Fredericka bought many 
very exquisite opal jewels. 
Crazy question: how many kids 
fit in a Jeep’s glovebox? 

Sample Text
English
19/24pt

FS Kitty  Light    
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Weight
70pt

Talk to me...
30pt/33pt

Regular
FS Kitty is a loving
type. cuddly and
playful like kids 
toys or candy bars. 
available in five 
different styles.
Pack my box with five dozen 
liquor jugs. Waltz, nymph, for 
quick jigs vex Bud. Sphinx of 
black quartz judge my vow.  
Crazy Fredericka bought many 
very exquisite opal jewels. 
Crazy question: how many kids 
fit in a Jeep’s glovebox? 

Sample Text
English
19/24pt

FS Kitty  Regular    
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Weight
70pt

Talk to me...
30pt/33pt

Solid
FS Kitty is a loving
type. cuddly and
playful like kids 
toys or candy bars. 
available in five 
different styles.
Pack my box with five dozen 
liquor jugs. Waltz, nymph, for 
quick jigs vex Bud. Sphinx of 
black quartz judge my vow.  
Crazy Fredericka bought many 
very exquisite opal jewels. 
Crazy question: how many kids 
fit in a Jeep’s glovebox? 

Sample Text
English
19/24pt

FS Kitty  Solid    
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Weight
70pt

Talk to me...
28pt/32pt

Shadow
FS Kitty is a loving 
type. cuddly and
playful like kids 
toys or candy bars. 
available in five 
different styles.
Pack my box with five  
dozen liquor jugs. Waltz, 
nymph, for quick jigs vex 
Bud. Sphinx of black  
quartz judge my vow.  
Crazy Fredericka bought 
many very exquisite opal 
jewels. Crazy question: 

Sample Text
English
19/24pt

FS Kitty  Shadow  
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Weight
70pt

Talk to me...
28pt/32pt

headline
FS Kitty is a loving 
type. cuddly and
playful like kids 
toys or candy bars. 
available in five 
different styles.
Pack my box with five dozen 
liquor jugs. Waltz, nymph, for 
quick jigs vex Bud. Sphinx of 
black quartz judge my vow.  
Crazy Fredericka bought many 
very exquisite opal jewels. 
Crazy question: how many kids 
fit in a Jeep’s glovebox? 

Sample Text
English
19/24pt

FS Kitty  Headline
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